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The fun, fast and bitchy card game where 
players contend to put on the best Drag 
Show possible while making sure their 

“sisters” don’t shine too bright.

Be the first player to earn 10 GLAM points 
of audience applause to win the game.

If you’re including alcoholic beverages, you must be of 
legal age.  Do not drink and drive!!

How to Play
A single Drag Show deck allows 2-4 people to play.

Find the four green Drink a..... cards.  Shuffle only 1 
per player into the deck (unless your liver is already 

pickled, then by all means, use as many as you 
want).  Put all the GLAM point tokens in the middle 

of the play area.

Deal out 5 cards to each player and put the rest of 
the deck (face down) in the middle of the table.

Whoever was the last person to wear a wig goes 
first, or just pick someone at random.

On your turn you may PLAY 1 CARD from your 
hand to the discard pile.  After you play a card, draw 
a new one form the deck (you should always have 5 

cards in your hand).

The next player on your left takes a turn.

The game ends IMMEDIATELY when someone 
earns their 10th GLAM point.

Bitch Moves
If you play one of the pink BITCH 

MOVE cards on your turn, you must 
choose someone to discard the number 
of GLAM point tokens shown from their 

stash.  Obviously, they can’t have a 
negative number of tokens.



Show Moves
If you play one of the blue Show MOVE 
cards on your turn, you add the number 

of GLAM point tokens shown to your 
stash from the central collection.

Players must keep their stash in plain 
view to everyone.

Drink Cards
The green DRINK cards work differently.

The DRINK a ..... cards get played in front  
of another player and are NOT discarded.  
At the beginning of that player’s turn, they 

MUST lose 1 GLAM point.
The only way to get rid of a DRINK card is 
to play a PASS the DRINK card on your 

turn to give it to someone else.
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We would love to hear from you!!

 Let us know some of the witty banter 
that was used when you and your 

friends played.

Share with us your recipes for the 
Drag Show drinks.

Send photos of you playing Drag 
Show and join us on Facebook and 

Twitter!!

Stay tuned for
 Zombie Drag Show!
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